, and we say that h is diffeomorphic if h' 1 is also smooth.
We can define a tangent space of the orbit space as usual. A tangent vector v of M at p is a correspondense assigning to any smooth functions f, Q around p real numbers v(f), v(g) with the following conditions:
(1) v(lf + jug)=lv(f)+t*v (9) h* (2) 
v (fg) = v(f)g (p) +f(p)v (g).

Put r(M) -U t p (M).
Given a^M, let G a denote the isotropy group at a and V a be a linear slice at a. Then V a is a G a -module. Put p -TC(a) and V p -V a /G a . Then V p is an open neighborhood of p in M.
Proposition I.I (cf. Davis [3] , Proposition 2.3).
(1) r,(Ji?)^r p (7 p ).
(2) Le£ 2U P denote the germs of smooth functions on V p zvhich vanish at p. Then r p (F p ) ^Hom ( §J P /9K P 2 , K) .
Let H be a compact Lie group and let V be an H-module. By a theorem of Hilbert ( [13] , p. 275), the algebra of //-invariant polynomials ] H is finitely generated.
Theorem 1.2 (Schwarz [9]). Let {6 l9 --,6 s } be a set of generators for R[V~]
H , and let 6= (6 l9 [11] ). The image of the homomor-
Maximal Ideals of £ (M)
Let a^M and put p = n(a)^M. Let V a be a linear slice at a. Proof. 
, we have:
Suppose that 5ft zs a proper ideal of F Ga (r ( V a ) ) G & (r ( V tt ) ) 0°° which is contained in 5R. Since 9J is an ideal, ZeEjJt. Thus 5JI -/^GO (r ( V a ) ) which is a contradiction to SR a proper ideal.
By Lemma 3. 7, there exists a unique maximal ideal $l tt of /~c a (r ( V tt ) )
is a maximal ideal of H G (M) .
Proof. Put V a (p) = {v^V a ; \\v\\<p} for a positive number p. In the case 2Ji = $ p for p^Mii We can find X<E£(M) such that X p^0 and supp Xfl cl (A) =0. Then X<EE f| Sp-cSR, which is a conp'e-A tradiction to X p^0 .
In the case ^^(SK) -(J 
Corollary 4.3. If 0: X(M)->X(iV) z's a Lie algebra isomorphism, there exists a homeomorphism 0~: M l~^N i defined by o~(p)
We shall extend the homeomorphism o~: M l -^N l to a homeomorphism from M to N . 
. Let g be a continuous function on V such that gX(h)<=C"(V)foranyX^r(r(V)), h^C°°(V). Then g is a smooth function,
Let {0j, ••-, 6 S } be a minimal set of homogeneous generators of (see Davis [3] , Lemma 4.6). Let {x^--, x n } be a canonical coordinate of V such that H acts orthogonally on this coordinate. Since q£EM Q , r(r(F)) =r(r(F))o. It is easy to see that deg0*>l for z = l, -, 5.
Then we can assume Q l = x l z -{ -----h^n 2 -Let X be a radial vector field To complete the proof of our theorem, we shall prove that dJ = o~*.
Similar way as in the proof of Proposition 5.1, for any f^C°°(M) 9 , we have <0(/X) -(f°(r l )0(X).
and we see 0(X) (/°O =X(/) off- Remark. We can prove that (T is strata preserving. § 6. Proof of Proposition 3. 10
In this section we shall prove Proposition 3. 10. The proof is parallel to those of Pursell-Shanks [8] and Koriyama [5] . We start with some lemmas. 
